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PRESIDENT
Our President Sri. Rajiv Nigam was born on
27.12.1966 and is native of Rajasthan. He is a
double masters degree holder, MA (English) and
M. Com (E.A.F.M). He is also holder of CAIIB. He
joined the services of our bank on 13/3/1991 at
Jodhpur in the capacity of an SWO and was
promoted as an officer in the year 1999. He has
been an active member and defense
representative of CBOA since the year 1999 and
has held almost all the positions of CBOA in the
hierarchy. He started out as an RC member and
defense representative. Later on, he held various
offices like Regional Secretary, Central Committee
Member, Deputy General Secretary, Organizing
General Secretary and CNT Member. He is
nominated to become the President of our mighty
organization with effect from 1/11/2021.
During the course of his service he has worked at
Jodhpur II, Jaipur, Foreign Department Delhi,
Overseas Branch Jaipur, RO Jaipur, CO Jaipur,
Ajmer Kutchery Road, Garadwasi, Ashok Marg
Jaipur and CPC. Currently he is working as an
Officer in Accounts Section.

Under his able leadership and guidance many
Canpal Activities were actively and effectively
undertaken and executed, of which some
noteworthy mentions are
 Arrangement of food items to various
orphanages like Surman Sansthan Jaipur
and Hindu Anaath Ashram, Jaipur.
 Distribution of books, school bags and
stationary items to school children in
various centres.
 Distribution of blankets and food packets
to the poor and destitute.
Apart from this under his able guidance and
leadership all the calls given by our central
leadership like COVID relief activities and
contribution to CSCR fund were actively
undertaken.
The leadership qualities and the commitment
shown by Sri. Rajiv Nigam makes his appointment
as President, one that is most deserved and
augurs well for the days ahead for CBOA.
***

Apart from this he is also the current Vice
President of All India Nationalised Bank Officers
Federation.

